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To The Top
Return

Remeber the slides in this song.. it s pretty important ^^ you don t have to do
exactly 
as they do.. just slide :) not only when it says slide but like when you want to
slide :)

   C#        D#  E            A     E     B
I reach for the top, and I m never gonna stop
           F#  E                    A      C#   B
I want to be somebody, don t wanna end up like you
   C#                      D# E          A         E   B
I ain t gonna work from 9 to 5, I wanna feel that I m alive
   F#              E           C#  B
I want my life to be, a great big party

(same for this part ;) )

You can have your boring dreams, I think I know just what it means

To sit and watch TV, until your eyes pop out

You can pretend that your alive, when you struggle and you stripe

But if somebody dropped a bomb, you wouldn t notice

        E              B       C#             A
We can make it to the top, be winners in the end
        E      B             C#         B
To the end of time, we want strings to bend
        E   B         C#          A
And to use it, we ll never break through
    E     B        C#    B  SLIDE!  B
We shall show the world

When I m sittin  on the top, I m gonna take one day off

I m gonna sing this  refrain, just to tell you once again

That when you work from 9 to 5, you won t ever feel alive

And it s better to fail, then never try at all



        E              B       C#             A
We can make it to the top, be winners in the end
        E      B             C#         B
To the end of time, we want strings to bend
        E   B         C#          A
And to use it, we ll never break through
    E     B        C#    B  SLIDE!  B
We shall show the world

SOLO! :D
comes later

        E              B       C#             A
We can make it to the top, be winners in the end
        E      B             C#         B
To the end of time, we want strings to bend
        E   B         C#          A
And to use it, we ll never break through
    E     B        C#    B  SLIDE!  B
We shall show the world

(after this one it will be different ;) )

        E              B       C#             A
We can make it to the top, be winners in the end
        E      B             C#         B
To the end of time, we want strings to bend
        E   B         C#          A
And to use it, we ll never break through
    E     B        C#    B  SLIDE!  B
We shall show the world

DIFFERENT PART! F# 9 fret!

        F#(9)          C#      D#             B
We can make it to the top, be winners in the end
        F#     C#            D#         C#
To the end of time, we want strings to bend
        F# C#         D#          B
And to use it, we ll never break through
    F#    C#       D#    B
We shall show the world

FADE OUT :D


